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Executive Summary
The vision for the future energy system can be described as the shift to emission-free, decentralized
generation of energy from a variety of renewable sources. According to the renewable energy goals
set by the EU, an 80% cutting of emissions has been envisioned by 2050 and Europe’s energy
production will have to be almost carbon-free.
This implies that energy generation will change from being limited to a few central sites (power
plants) to decentralized production from renewables by a large number of generators. Furthermore,
the number of active stakeholders in the energy grid is expected to greatly increase, as many of
today’s consumers may turn into so-called “prosumers” who act as producers in the energy grid at
times. The future energy system will have to ensure security of supply despite the volatility of the
renewable sources wind, sun, water, etc. and while suitably controlling a large number of energy
producers. To do this, energy flow in the future energy grid will have to be accompanied by a flow of
information. Information and communication technologies will have to ensure the grid is “smart” to
cope with the non-trivial control problem of guaranteeing security of power supply at all times. SoS
approaches are considered a promising approach to deal with the future energy system and to
handle in a promising way.
Key challenges include:
-

Demand response
Real-time measuring
Distributed coordination and optimisation
Automated coordination of grid components
Systemic modelling and simulation / Complex system modelling tools
Interoperability platforms / protocol brokers
Cyber security tools
Decision making based on Big Data from grid components
Visualization tools for decision support
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FUTURE VISION

Distributed energy generation
and Smart Grids
Medium-term

Short-term
NEEDS
Security of supply

Increase of energy efficiency

Market liberalisation
and unbundling

High-performance
networks

Regulatory energy
efficiency and
emission goals

Increasing share of
renewables

Long-term
Recycling economy

Horizontally interconnected
virtual power plants

Demand Response on industrial and
residential levels

Societal concerns
about climate change

Wide-area measurement and grid control
systems to monitor grid condition,
stabilisation measures

Intelligent energy
management

Real-time measuring and forecasting of energy consumption

STATE OF THE ART

• Increase of decentral structures
for energy generation
• Increasing share of renewables
• Ongoing market liberalisation
with a lack of suitable business
models
• No demand response on
consumer level
• Limited flexibility of supply
• Unclear legal situation and
missing standards

Smart metering (bi-directional) and
automated meter data management
Flexible high-capacity
storage at low cost

Rollout of smart meters
Incentives for energy
efficiency
Consumption aware
consumers

Common standards for
grid and metering

Develop control structures
for smart grid

Research on technologies
for virtual power plants
Research of modelling and
visualisation of large
amounts of grid data

Integration technologies to ensure
interoperability of systems

Increase flexibility of grid

Harmonise energy
consumption, avoid peak
loads

Consolidate theoretic SoSE
foundations

Develop models and
algorithms for accurate realtime measurement

Decision making based on Big
Data from grid components
Decrease of emissions from
energy generation

• Fully integrated decentralised
energy generation ensuring
secure supply
• High percentage of renewables
leading to low emission energy
supply
• Demand response on all
consumer levels
• Complete virtualisation of
smart grid for optimal
distribution of energy

Systemic modelling and
simulation

Include “security by design”
patterns in engineering
process
Establishment of first
working micro grids as
demonstrators

RECOMMENDATIONS

Driver
Capability
Enabler

Figure 1 - Simplified SoS roadmap for the domain of Distributed Energy Generation and Smart Grids
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1. Introduction
The trend of an increasing interconnection of formerly self-contained systems into Systems of
Systems (SoS) is expected to yield – by synergy and emergence – unprecedented capabilities in many
domains. SoS approaches can be expected to improve the competitive position of companies,
especially SMEs, and help tackle a range of societal challenges.
To effectively design, develop, run, and maintain SoS, a range of technologies and capabilities are
necessary. To provide a clear view of the required technologies/capabilities but also barriers and
enabler relevant with regards to SoS, the Road2SoS project develops research and engineering
roadmaps in four selected application domains: (1) integrated multi-site manufacturing, (2)
multimodal traffic control, (3) smart grid and distributed energy generation, and (4) emergency and
crisis management. The identification of common strands arising independently in several application
domains leads to recommendations for research priorities and shall inform future SoS-related R&D in
Europe.
This report provides an overview of the roadmap developed in the domain of smart grid and
distributed energy generation. Following a description of the roadmapping methodology, the
roadmap's main aspects will be presented, covering the range of socio-economic trends, drivers and
needs, along with the technological challenges and the enablers that are facilitating SoS-approaches
modes.

2. Methodology
There are two contrasting approaches to creating roadmaps. The first approach, a technology-push
prospective roadmap, starts with existing research projects and fills in the remainder of the roadmap
to identify the diversity of capabilities to which this research could lead. In contrast, the second
approach, a requirements-pull prospective roadmap, begins by envisioning the desired technology,
system or other end products, before working backwards to identify the critical research and
development required to fill in the remainder of the roadmap to arrive at these products.
In the Road2SoS project, roadmaps have been created by combining the technology-push and
requirements-pull perspectives. Starting with existing science and technology development programs
which are more technology- or requirements-driven, research gaps were identified that obstruct
forward progress and the diversity of end products to which successful development could lead
(Figure 2).
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Figure 2 - Representation of the integration of the results coming from the technology-driven/push and the
market-driven/pull analyses

Prospective analyses cover time frames from the present to typically a decade or more into the
future. A time frame of 15 years into the future was selected due to the EC’s planning horizons and
objectives and the need to include SME participation. The roadmaps developed present information
at a medium aggregation level.

2.1

Common roadmap architecture and workshop process

A common roadmap architecture and workshop process was developed and adopted in order to
facilitate the collection and analysis of similar data across the four domains examined in Road2SoS,
enabling the identification of key drivers, technologies and enablers that are relevant to make SoS
approaches work in the selected application domains.
This common roadmap architecture (Figure ) considers three time periods on its horizontal axis: the
short-term (+5 years), the medium-term (+10 years), and the long-term (+15 years). On the vertical
axis, four layers, each comprising a number of sub-layers, are included.

2.2 Phases of development
The roadmaps were developed through the following three phases.
Phase 1: Data collection and analysis
During this phase, the collection and analysis of RTD and innovation results (push perspective),
domain needs and relevant trends/drivers (pull perspective) took place. This was conducted through
literature review, interviews and surveys with stakeholders from research institutions, companies
and governmental organisations.
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Domain Drivers

Road2SoS Roadmap
Integrated Multi-side Production
Social

• Improving company’s
image
• Changing trends in
Consumer markets

Technological

• Safety and Security
• Quality

Economic

• Cost
• Speed / Agility
• Outsourcing
•„The next financial
crisis“

Environmental

• Resource shortages

2012
State-of-Art

2017
Short-term (+ 5 years)

2022
Medium-term (+ 10 years)

2027
Long-term (+ 15 years)
VISION

Political

Benefits of SoS in
Delivering Domain Needs

Legal
Adaptability

•Scalability
•Reconfigurability
•Flexibility

Autonomy
Interoperability

•Connectivity
•Collaboration

Resilience

•Reliability
•Robustness
•Safety & Security

Other
Cloud Services

Technologies to
Deliver SoS

Software
Hardware

•Equipment self descriptions for easy
integration
•Advanced MES-level
IT functionality
•Integrated Sensors

Standards and

Protocols
Other

Enablers

Skills and Knowledge
Business Models / Concepts
Infrastructure / Architectures
Other

Figure 3 - Common roadmap architecture

Phase 2: Development of technology roadmaps
In this phase, a roadmapping workshop was used to validate the Phase 1 findings, complement them,
and analyze them for mutual implications of push and pull perspective. Aspects captured in the
roadmap furthermore underwent prioritization and in-depth discussions were devoted to toppriority aspects.
The full-day roadmapping workshop, held on 26th September 2012 in Paris, involved a group of 12
selected experts from industry, academia and governmental organisations.
Phase 3: Cross-sectoral approach
In this final phase of development of the roadmaps, cross-domain analysis for common drivers,
technologies and enablers arising independently in two or more application domains was conducted.
The results were validated by means of several case studies in each of the four domains.
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3. Roadmap
Starting with a literature review and interviews with energy experts, a basic roadmap of the
identified drivers, needs, technologies and enablers was established. This was further elaborated in
an expert panel discussion to serve then as basis for a one-day roadmapping workshop with
European experts from academia and industry. The final complete roadmap is shown in Figure .

State of Art
Free choice of energy provider /
sources

Social / Consumer

Proliferation of mobile devices

Societal concerns about climate
change

Short term

2019
Consumer awareness on variable
tariffs

High fluctuations and restricted
predictability of renewable energy
generation
Heterogeneous energy sources

Technological

Increased complexity

Increased distance between
electricity generation and
consumption

Energy system changing from
unidirectional to multidirectional
Increasing number of networkable
devices

Market liberalization, unbundling of
before central structures; smart
markets

Proliferation of hybrid or fully
electric vehicles

Multi-modal, seamless usermachine interaction

Solutions to deal with big data, data
reduction for decision support

Self-organising and adapting
systems

Sensor networks

Virtualisation

Collaborative systems

New methods for energy harvesting

Increased intelligence at sensor
level

Long term

2029

Sensor data fusion
Shared control

High level interconnectiv ity
Internet of Things

Autonomous decision-making

Context-awareness of systems

Artificial intelligence

Self-organising networks

Scarcity of natural resources

Recycling economy
Carbon-free energy production

Novel business opportunities

Energy exchange markets fully
automated

Market-mediated reconciliation of
demand and supply side

Incentives like variable tariffs that
systems can automatically deal with
Regulation calling for smart meters
in households and businesses

Common European metering
standards

Distributed decision making
Flexibility of the grid to accept
decentralised generation at all
voltage levels in the system

Large scale virtualisation

100% renewables

Integration of energy carrier grids

Integration of legacy equipment

Intelligent information management
between producers and consumers

Need for charging infrastructures
for electric vehicles

Overall control structure for smart
grids

Harmonised consumption curves,
low or even no more peak loads,
smooth power consumption

Full flexibility on demand (flexible
electricity consumption technology)
and generation side

Automated control of equipment
(embedded systems)

Autonomy

Closer technical interaction among
all system actors

Domain Needs

X-Awareness of systems

Situation-awareness of systems

Shift from fossils to electricity for
heating

Intelligent energy management

Interoperability, Connectivity,
Collaboration

Standardisation e.g communication
standards, protocols

Sensors, communic ation
technology and distributed realtime computing platforms to
monitor and meter the smart grid

Resilience, Reliability,
Robustness

Safety & Security

Vision
Consumer behaviour driven by
energy availability through market

Energy-efficient high performance
computing

XaaS

Open data collection rules

Adaptability, Scalability,
Reconfigurability, Flexibility

2024

Zero or even positive energy
buildings

Low powered sensors

Increased interconnectiv ity

Increased participation of
prosumers, large number of
stakeholders

Energy efficiency goals of the
European Union

2024
Price-sensitive (proactiv e)
consumers

Strong increase in number of
available sensors

Extensive high-performance
communication and broadband
networks

Increasing share of renewables

Aim to decrease CO2 emissions

Political, Legal & Regulatory

Medium term

Increased share of electric vehicles

Aim to increase energy efficiency

Environmental

Economic

2019

Critical mass of consumers with
intelligent electronic devices (IEDs)

Reduction of basic supply from
conventional sources with possible
decrease of securit y of supply

Robust power generation from
conventional sources

Trends & Drivers

2014
Consumer awareness of energy
consumption

Integration of distributed energy
sources

Harmonisation of information
models
Prediction of emergent behavior
Mechanisms to deal wit h "normal
failure"

System security preventing nonauthorised back-door access,
protection of information,
trustworthy operations

Guaranteed privacy / privacy by
design

Scalable demonstrators
Increase in energy efficiency

Other

Automated diagnosis and repair of
systems

Self-healing system that can react in a
semi-automated fashion in response
to attacks or partial failures

Stability in critical infrastructures

Real-time and precise forecasting of
demand and supply

Real-time pricing and control

Predictive maintainance of grid
infrastructure

Platform for smart meter interaction

Area-wide virtual power plants
(VPP)

Cloud computing to perform large
scale simulation

Interoperability plaftforms / protocol
brokers

Intelligent load balancing of energy
flow

Security of supply with renewables

Emission-free generation and
supply

Invoices on actual consumption

Decrease of emissions from energy
generation
Semantic enrichment of data wit h
based on meta information for
better analysis

Web services and SOA on the
application layer

Ability to handle large amounts of
data by shifting exis ting paradigms
from other domains

New software technologies for
building distributed online at-adistance applications (intelligent
communicating agents, electronic
market algorithms)
Smart metering (bi-directional)

Software

Technology / Capability

Data streaming and warehousing of
meter data

Multi-agent systems for control at
low voltage grid level

Syntactical interoperability of
web services and SOA and
corresponding reference
architectures

Tools for understanding and
modeling trade-offs

Wide area grid monitoring

Self-monitoring and controlling

Decision making based on Big Data
from grid components

Visualisation tools for decision
support

Intelligently communicating agents

Software development and impact
assessment for SoS

SoS / emergent behavior simulator

Automated Meter Data
Management (MDM)

Modular software archit ectures

Cyber security tools

Network devices which can delegate
services to other components

Optimised electric load shifting and
load reduction potentials

Multi-agent control systems

Systemic modeling and simulation

Distributed grid control

Decentralised computing
architectures, distributed systems

Controllable grid components

Remotely controllable sensors

Smart products, devices, and
services

Regulation conform smart meters

Marketable inelligent energy
devices

Networking standards

Business tools for decision support

Complex system modeling tools

Demand-response on all
consumer level

Broadband communication network
Embedded systems with virtual
power plant functions

Storage integration into forecasting
systems

Plant communication and control
modules

Compliance with "security-bydesign" and "privacy-by-design"
patterns

Domain-specif ic security measures
and patterns

Asset management for grid
components

Other

Predictive maintenance

Model validation regarding
necessary level of detail

Multi-disciplinary approach and
engineering skills

Skills and Knowledge
Dynamic price models, flexible
electricity tariffs

Theoretic foundations

Liberalisation of the energy
market

Incentives for consumers to change
consumption patterns

Business concepts for large
customers

Reference architectures

Automated metering infrastructure

Digitalisation of ICT infrastructure,
digital wireless networks

Possibility of being permanent online
Clear political decisions &
commitments

Standardisation (national, EU)

Protection mechanisms for SoS
Industrial/Residential Demand
Response

Area-wide micro grids

Price-based control of power
system

District network of networks
(electrical + heat/cold + gas);

Internet of Energy

Asset management system for
distributed energy resources to
implement regional forecasting
systems

Best-practise identification and
knowledge exchange

Incentives for suppliers to develop
energy-efficiency based business
models

Infrastructure / Architectures

Nested simulation approaches

Distributed control theory
Suitable algorithms for data stream
management or complex event
processing

Enablers

Fully integrated decentralised
energy generation ensuring secure
supply

Common information model

Standards & Protocols

Other

Completely virtualis ed power grid

Large-scale, real-tim e forecasting

Power system stability prediction

Making use of meta data

Smart sensors for better energy
efficiency on consumer level and
better monitoring of the smart grid
on supplier level

Business Models / Concepts

Full integration of web servic es and
SOA via cloud solutions

Automated coordination of grid
components

New techniques for data entry and
processing

Standard architectures for
autonomous elements (MAPE,
observer-controller)

Semantical interoperability of web
services and SOA

Distributed coordination and
optimization

Real-time measuring

Hardware

Horizontally interconnected VPPs
Available, usable computing capacity to
perform large scale simulations

Cloud Services

Educated consumers/prosumers

Electronic market algorithms

Smart Markets

Resolving the conflict of interest
between different stakeholders

Business concepts for small
customers

Regional energy markets

ICT-Infrastructure area-wide
access to suitable communic ation
technologies, broadband access,
LTE (long term evolution)

High voltage grid capacities

Alignment of product and power
system information interfaces

Flexible high-capacity and cheap
storage

Extensive use of HVDC technology

Updated/adapted legislation

Figure 4 - Roadmap - Landscape
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The shade indicates the importance of the topics; the darker the more important a topic was finally
considered in the roadmapping workshop. Each topic was associated to the most relevant
subcategory within a layer and arranged according to its temporal classification into state-of-the-art
(SoA), short term (S; up to 5 years), mid term (M; 5 – 10 years), long term (L; 10 – 15 years) and
visionary (V; more than 15 years).
In the following, first the future vision of the domain is presented, after what the individual
categories of the roadmap are discussed in further detail.

3.1

Vision for the domain

The vision for the future energy system can be described as the shift to emission-free, decentralized
generation of energy from a variety of renewable sources. This implies that energy generation will
change from being limited to a few central sites (power plants) to mostly decentralized production
from renewables by a large number of generators. Furthermore, the number of active stakeholders
in the energy grid is expected to greatly increase, as many of today’s consumers turn into so-called
“prosumers” who act as producers in the energy grid at times.
The future energy system will have to ensure security of supply despite the volatility of the
renewable sources wind, sun, water, etc. and while suitably controlling a large number of energy
producers. To do this, energy flow in the future energy grid will have to be accompanied by a flow of
information. Information and communication technologies will have to ensure the grid is “smart” to
cope with the non-trivial control problem of guaranteeing security of power supply at all times. SoS
approaches are considered a promising approach to deal with the future energy system and to
handle in a promising way.

Figure 5 - The energy system of the future (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, 2010)
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It is therefore generally expected that the future energy system will exhibit a tremendous complexity
manifested by its diversity, heterogeneity, dynamic behaviour, and widely varying scales in time,
space, and power output. It will consist of a vast diversity of components and subsystems, including
large power plants and renewable energy technologies. It will also feature different-sized
decentralised generation units. The system will involve a large number of customers acting not only
as energy consumers, but also as independent small energy providers.
Intelligent energy management and smart grids are considered the keys for the energy system of
tomorrow. This includes the paradigm shift of reshaping our energy system from unidirectional to
multidirectional fluxes of information and energy. The goal of intelligent energy management is to
enable a new energy management which integrates heterogeneously behaving, highly distributed,
small-scale energy providers and users, along with central power plants. The desired outcome is a
reliable, efficient, and sustainable energy supply combining fluctuating renewable energies, and a
large number of stakeholders acting as energy consumers and providers at the same time
(prosumers).
Figure depicts the most predominant properties of the future energy system:
-

Integration of decentralised energy generation, especially wind turbines and solar collectors;
Integration of other energy forms and carriers (for heat, cold, and mobility);
Flexibilisation on the demand and generation side by a bi-directional energy flow;
Interaction of energy consumers and producers by sharing information about their current
status; and
System regulation and control by an intelligent energy management

The described vision of a smart grid is well accepted among energy experts. It should be noted, that
the term smart grid is sometimes used with a wider scope – describing not only the electricity grid,
but the integration of further energy carriers such as heat or gas. The challenges remain the same.
It is agreed, that the smart grid concept not merely represents the future vision for the energy
system but the necessary enhancement of the energy system with information and communication
technologies to make the transition to emission-free, decentralized generation of energy from a
variety of renewable sources possible, while guaranteeing security of supply.
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3.2 Trends and Drivers
The identified SoS-relevant trends and drivers that are envisioned to affect the development of the
energy domain are shown in Figure. They have been grouped by environmental, economic,
technological, political, legal and social drivers.
State of Art
Free choice of energy provider /
sources

Social / Consumer

Proliferation of mobile devices

Societal concerns about climate
change

Robust power generation from
conventional sources

Trends & Drivers

Short term

2019
Consumer awareness on variable
tariffs

Increased complexity

Energy system changing from
unidirectional to multidirectional

Aim to decrease CO2 emissions

Economic

Political, Legal & Regulatory

Market liberalization, unbundling of
before central structures; smart
markets

Energy efficiency goals of the
European Union

Medium term

Increasing number of networkable
devices

2024

2024

Multi-modal, seamless usermachine interaction

Low powered sensors

Solutions to deal with big data, data
reduction for decision support

Self-organising and adapting
systems

Energy-efficient high performance
computing

Sensor networks

Virtualisation

XaaS

Collaborative systems

New methods for energy harvesting

Increased intelligence at sensor
level

Sensor data fusion
Shared control

High level interconnectiv ity
Internet of Things

Autonomous decision-making

Context-awareness of systems

Artificial intelligence

Self-organising networks

X-Awareness of systems

Situation-awareness of systems

Shift from fossils to electricity for
heating

Increasing share of renewables

Vision

Zero or even positive energy
buildings

Proliferation of hybrid or fully
electric vehicles

Increased interconnectiv ity

2029

Consumer behaviour driven by
energy availability through market

Strong increase in number of
available sensors

Extensive high-performance
communication and broadband
networks

Long term

Price-sensitive (proactiv e)
consumers
Increased share of electric vehicles

Increased distance between
electricity generation and
consumption

Aim to increase energy efficiency

Environmental

2019

Critical mass of consumers with
intelligent electronic devices (IEDs)

Reduction of basic supply from
conventional sources with possible
decrease of securit y of supply
High fluctuations and restricted
predictability of renewable energy
generation
Heterogeneous energy sources

Technological

2014
Consumer awareness of energy
consumption

Scarcity of natural resources

Recycling economy
Carbon-free energy production

Increased participation of
prosumers, large number of
stakeholders

Open data collection rules

Novel business opportunities

Energy exchange markets fully
automated

Market-mediated reconciliation of
demand and supply side

Incentives like variable tariffs that
systems can automatically deal with
Regulation calling for smart meters
in households and businesses

Common European metering
standards

100% renewables

Figure 6 - Trends and drivers of the energy domain

Just as the transition to smart grids involves changes in the energy generation and distribution
landscape as well as the enhancement of energy system with information and communication
technologies (ICT), the trends and drivers captured in the roadmap comprise both ICT trends and
trends regarding the energy system.
Some of the most important trends and drivers concerning the energy system:
-

-

-

High increase in decentralised energy generation from renewable sources and their
interrelation with electricity networks; multiple new producers on medium voltage level; new
challenges as the direction of current may be inversed requiring an intelligent grid operation.
This leads to changing business processes and an increasing number of business partners in
varying roles.
High fluctuations and restricted predictability of power production
Market liberalisation and unbundling of before central structures; processes that were
centralised are now distributed between several (independent) stakeholders, leading to
increased complexity
Increased participation of prosumers, large number of stakeholders
Increasing complexity of the energy grid: increasing number of producers, increasing number of
networked devices, increasing interconnectivity
Distance between generation and consumption: Local electricity generation and consumption,
as well as very large distances between generation and consumption

These trends and drivers are not only valid today, but are expected to drive the developments in the
energy domain in the coming decades. Over time, the responsiveness of consumer demandbehaviour to energy supply is expected to increase - driven by price signals.
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Some of the most important trends and drivers concerning information and communication
technologies:
-

Increasing number of networked devices, increased interconnectivity
Virtualisation
Continuous capacity increases of broadband networks
Increasing number of sensors (low-cost, low-powered), increased extent of sensor networks
Increase in available, usable, energy efficient high-performance computing capacity
Increasing intelligence of systems through learning, artificial intelligence concepts, situationawareness / context awareness / X-awareness
Availability of large amounts of data

The three most important trends and drivers in the energy domain are elaborated in the following
sections.

3.2.1 Increasing share of renewables, decentralized energy generation
The growing amount of decentralized renewable energies has a significant impact on the future
electricity transport and distribution grid. Presently, power from large conventional plants is
generally fed in on the highest voltage level; electricity flows over the transport and the distribution
grid to the consumer. One large energy producer supplied a set of consumers with energy, almost no
interaction existed, and the regulatory challenge has primarily been to allocate existing generation to
consumers in an efficient way. The higher shares of decentralized technologies will result in a reverse
load flow. Then, power feed-in is on a low voltage level, and electricity must be transported in the
opposite direction via higher voltage levels to the consumers.

3.2.2 Increased participation of prosumers, large number of
stakeholders, market liberalisation and the unbundling of before
central structures; smart markets
The growing amount of decentralised renewable energies induces a shifting towards a net-centric
energy market where everyone can participate as a consumer and a producer at the same time
(prosumer) what liberates the rigid energy market structures. The system will involve a great many
customers acting not only as sheer energy consumers, but also as independent small energy
providers. Processes that were centralised will now be distributed between several (independent)
stakeholders, leading to increased economic and technical complexity.
The changing market conditions where producers, consumers with shiftable loads, energy service
providers and grid operators are brought together are subject of various research activities and
divers concepts like automated price-based demand response (e.g. by smart devices) or virtual
business entities are investigated. Central problem is the development of a reliable, efficient and
societally acceptable control concept for distributed decision making under time-varying global
optimization problems.
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3.2.3 High fluctuations in and restricted predictability of power
production
This driver is directly correlated to the increasing share of renewable energy generation (cf.
Section 3.2.1). This increase is associated with high fluctuations in power generation because of the
integration of wind and solar power, as well as numerous distributed generation units with limited
availability, resulting in restricted predictability and limited controllability of power output.
The consequences of this development exemplified for electricity are manifold: The mismatch of
supply and demand because of temporary high supply of electrical energy from renewables in offpeak periods shows the lack of flexibility and causes temporary negative electricity prices. As a result
of electricity from fluctuating sources, there is also an increasing need for conventional shadow
capacities and reserve energy. These problems only can be overcome by a fundamental redesign of
the energy management based on significantly enhanced status information and increased flexibility
of the system components. Smart metering is generally seen as key to obtain real-time grid
information covered by many research projects. Other projects attempt to mitigate the effects of
fluctuations by e.g. research on storage technologies.

3.3 Domain Needs
The following figure depicts SoS-relevant domain needs (Figure) which were classified according to
key SoS-characteristics, including adaptability, autonomy, interoperability, reliability and safety.
Intelligent energy management

Integration of energy carrier grids

Integration of legacy equipment

Intelligent information management
between producers and consumers

Adaptability, Scalability,
Reconfigurability, Flexibility

Distributed decision making
Flexibility of the grid to accept
decentralised generation at all
voltage levels in the system

Large scale virtualisation

Need for charging infrastructures
for electric vehicles

Overall control structure for smart
grids

Harmonised consumption curves,
low or even no more peak loads,
smooth power consumption

Full flexibility on demand (flexible
electricity consumption technology)
and generation side

Automated control of equipment
(embedded systems)

Autonomy

Domain Needs

Closer technical interaction among
all system actors

Interoperability, Connectivity,
Collaboration

Standardisation e.g communication
standards, protocols

Sensors, communic ation
technology and distributed realtime computing platforms to
monitor and meter the smart grid

Resilience, Reliability,
Robustness

Safety & Security

Prediction of emergent behavior
Mechanisms to deal wit h "normal
failure"

Self-healing system that can react in a
semi-automated fashion in response
to attacks or partial failures

Stability in critical infrastructures

System security preventing nonauthorised back-door access,
protection of information,
trustworthy operations

Guaranteed privacy / privacy by
design

Scalable demonstrators

Other

Integration of distributed energy
sources

Harmonisation of information
models

Increase in energy efficiency

Real-time and precise forecasting of
demand and supply

Real-time pricing and control

Predictive maintainance of grid
infrastructure

Invoices on actual consumption

Automated diagnosis and repair of
systems

Security of supply with renewables

Emission-free generation and
supply

Decrease of emissions from energy
generation

Figure 7 - SoS-relevant needs of the energy domain

The most important needs in the energy domain are:
-

Flexibility on demand (flexible electricity consumption technology) and generation side
Real-time pricing and control
Intelligent energy management
Automated control of equipment
Stability in critical infrastructures

Implicit in all described needs is the requirement to offer the same level of power supply security
from renewables on which European economies have depended for over a century.
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The three most important needs in the energy domain are elaborated in the following sections.

3.3.1 Flexibility on demand (flexible electricity consumption
technology) and generation side
A general flexibilisation of all actors is considered the most important need. This flexibility is
mandatory to mitigate the high fluctuations in power production by renewable energies (RES).
Demand side management (DSM) has come up as a research topic 15 years ago with the suggestion
that it might be more cost-effective for an energy provider to invest in energy saving technologies at
his customers and thus to cut peak than to provide an additional plant. Current projects focus on
smart devices that can adjust their consumption automatically corresponding to actual grid
conditions and the electricity price. Further flexibilisation is expected from the rollout of electric
vehicles that can be charged flexibly within a given time frame and that may additionally serve as
local storage. This is investigated in a number of projects related to the smart integration of electric
vehicles and also to the enhancement of batteries. However, the extent to which the potential
savings can justify investments in smart grid infrastructures still needs to be determined.
Flexibility is also needed on the generation side. Where renewable energies are a large part of the
energy mix, the residual load (demand deduced by RES-generation) that has to be covered by
dispatchable power plants can change significantly faster than the overall demand. The scheduled
energy generation will be more prominently defined by the RES-generation than by the load curve.
There is a need for flexible power plants with short start-up and shut-down times and dynamic
adjustability, entailing new operational duties for providing system control and balancing energy.
Research in this area focuses on technological improvements like burning technologies and materials.

3.3.2 Real-time pricing and control
Real-time pricing and control is a fundamental necessity to enable real-time demand response (see
below). However, there remain several challenges in order to implement real-time control. A
comprehensive monitoring system has to be designed and installed. While this has already been
realised in some pilot projects (at least on an hourly pricing basis), there rest several problems with
respect to the entire energy system (see next section).
Pricing is tied to fundamental resource allocation problems in economics, and several models were
developed and applied to e.g. evaluate price elasticity and predict consumer behaviour. Large-scale
real time pricing is expected fulfil an important allocation function due to its potential to match
energy demand with energy supply (shortage or surplus) at all times. The effect of large-scale realtime pricing in the energy domain has yet to be studied.

3.3.3 Intelligent energy management
A smart grid per definition allows the integration of all energy system components by bi-directional
communication and an intelligent (real-time) management and control. The information exchange
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between energy producers and energy consumers (with possibly varying roles) as well as the
intelligent system control can therefore be considered as integral parts of smart grids. This is
concordant with the described essential properties of the future energy system (cf. section 3.1).
It can be seen that this topic is highly correlated to the described real-time pricing and control (see
section above).
In order to establish a large-scale smart gird, a variety of problems still have to be solved. The data
transfer capacity to collect the data and to redistribute control signals to all stakeholders is not yet
available, as well as the required algorithms and computing power to perform this evaluation realtime. Several projects care about the various technical aspects that have to be solved, like data
transfer protocols, efficient algorithms and solvers, and suitable interfaces. Besides these technical
challenges, important economic and social questions also have to be addressed, including among
other suitable business models, legal aspects and privacy concerns.

3.4 Technologies and Capabilities
In response to the trends, drivers and needs described in the previous sections, necessary
capabilities/technologies were identified. These are considered key technologies for the domain on
the way to the described vision.
Figure shows the technologies and capabilities identified for the energy domain, including sub-layers
for hardware, software, standards and protocols, cloud services and other technologies.
Platform for smart meter interaction

Area-wide virtual power plants
(VPP)

Interoperability plaftforms / protocol
brokers

Intelligent load balancing of energy
flow

Cloud computing to perform large
scale simulation

Semantic enrichment of data wit h
based on meta information for
better analysis

Web services and SOA on the
application layer

Ability to handle large amounts of
data by shifting exis ting paradigms
from other domains
New software technologies for
building distributed online at-adistance applications (intelligent
communicating agents, electronic
market algorithms)

Software

Smart metering (bi-directional)

Technology / Capability

Data streaming and warehousing of
meter data

Multi-agent systems for control at
low voltage grid level

Syntactical interoperability of
web services and SOA and
corresponding reference
architectures

Tools for understanding and
modeling trade-offs

Wide area grid monitoring

Self-monitoring and controlling

Decision making based on Big Data
from grid components

Visualisation tools for decision
support

Intelligently communicating agents

Software development and impact
assessment for SoS

SoS / emergent behavior simulator

Distributed
computation/optimization

Making use of meta data

Automated Meter Data
Management (MDM)

Modular software archit ectures

Cyber security tools

Network devices which can delegate
services to other components

Optimised electric load shifting and
load reduction potentials

Multi-agent control systems

Systemic modeling and simulation

Distributed grid control

Decentralised computing
architectures, distributed systems

Controllable grid components

Remotely controllable sensors

Smart products, devices, and
services

Regulation conform smart meters
Smart sensors for better energy
efficiency on consumer level and
better monitoring of the smart grid
on supplier level

Marketable inelligent energy
devices

Networking standards

Fully integrated decentralised
energy generation ensuring secure
supply

Complex system modeling tools

Demand-response on all
consumer level

Broadband communication network

Embedded systems with virtual
power plant functions
Storage integration into forecasting
systems

Plant communication and control
modules

Common information model

Standards & Protocols

Compliance with "security-bydesign" and "privacy-by-design"
patterns

Domain-specif ic security measures
and patterns

Asset management for grid
components

Other

Business tools for decision support

Completely virtualis ed power grid

Large-scale, real-tim e forecasting

Power system stability prediction

New techniques for data entry and
processing

Standard architectures for
autonomous elements (MAPE,
observer-controller)

Semantical interoperability of web
services and SOA

Full integration of web servic es and
SOA via cloud solutions

Automated coordination of grid
components

Real-time measuring

Hardware

Horizontally interconnected VPPs
Available, usable computing capacity to
perform large scale simulations

Cloud Services

Predictive maintenance

Model validation regarding
necessary level of detail

Nested simulation approaches

Suitable algorithms for data stream
management or complex event
processing

Protection mechanisms for SoS

Industrial/Residential Demand
Response

Distributed control theory

Area-wide micro grids
District network of networks
(electrical + heat/cold + gas);

Price-based control of power
system
Internet of Energy

Asset management system for
distributed energy resources to
implement regional forecasting
systems

Figure 8 - SoS-relevant technologies of the energy domain
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In total, over 70 technologies were identified, of which the most important were considered to be:
-

Demand response
Real-time measuring
Distributed coordination and optimisation
Automated coordination of grid components
Systemic modelling and simulation / Complex system modelling tools
Interoperability platforms / protocol brokers
Cyber security tools
Decision making based on Big Data from grid components
Visualization tools for decision support

The highest rated capabilities/technologies will be elaborated in the following sections.

3.4.1 Demand response
Demand response describes the adjustment of overall consumer demand to currently available
energy supply. This match is to be realized via real-time price signals which carry implicit information
about current energy supply. At any given moment, the price would be defined exactly so to adjust
energy demand to current energy supply. Central importance is attributed to this mechanism for
controlling the energy market of demand and supply.
It has to be noted that, in many situations, demand response implies a derivation from the
commonly preferred energy consumption pattern. The goal of pricing signals can thus be described
as adjusting the price to bring the preferred consumption pattern in alignment with the actual energy
supply. In short: The price will cause consumers “to want to consume” exactly the amount available
in the grid, not more, and not less.
Comprehensive demand response would comprise the industrial, residential and also the tertiary
sector, while industrial demand response is considered of prime importance.
Comprehensive demand response is far from the current status with pilot projects with only some
devices and control systems and single business cases. Important innovation needs are settlement
technologies allowing flexibility, standardisation, market development, and interoperability (different
flexible users, multi-objective problems or different parallel control systems). The development of
large-scale electrical and thermal storage capacities including the load management of electric
vehicles is also essential for successful demand response. The most positive effect of demand
response would be an enhanced system with better reconfigurability and higher flexibility, but also
an increased resilience and robustness.

3.4.2 Real-time measuring
In the future, measurement and observability shall allow the state estimation, control and
forecasting in the distribution grid and on lower levels. This would comprise prosumers and
aggregators, but not Transmission System Operators (TSOs). Currently, there are no measurements
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at low voltage level and there is a significant lack of measurements in medium voltage networks.
Major innovation gaps are the optimal and robust measurement design, a cheap measurement
infrastructure, accurate models for pseudo-measurements (interpolation) and efficient distribution
state estimation algorithms. The greatest benefit is seen in an increased adaptability and flexibility as
well as resilience and reliability.

3.4.3 Distributed coordination and optimisation
The aim of this technology/capability is to set up a reliable energy system from unpredictable and
unreliable systems, which are inherent to many renewable energy sources.
The topic is related to the interplay between the local and the European level and handling
uncertainty and unpredictability. At the moment, grid control and system optimisation are more or
less centralised on a national level without European-wide coordination. Innovation gaps are both
technical and social: Besides suitable optimisation techniques, architectures, algorithms and
interfaces also the definition of parties and their interplay as well as incentives for local actors to
serve global needs are missing. A highly positive effect is expected for all technical sub-categories.

3.4.4 Systemic modelling and simulation / Complex system modelling
tools
Complex system modelling tools comprise, among other multi-agent systems and all sorts of
standardised models for optimisation, collective adaptive systems, prediction, virtual deployment,
simulation and planning.
The desired future state can be described as collective, adaptive systems with ontologies, the
understanding of behaviour, interoperability and cross-layer communication of the overall system. In
contrast, today, mostly traditional task specific engineering tools are employed that focus on one
part of the system. Barriers for further development do comprise important social aspects like the
identification of stakeholders and their roles together with a better cross-discipline knowledge and
expertise. Technical needs would be computing power and parallelisation techniques. Especially
interoperability, connectivity and collaboration between systems would be greatly enhanced by this
technology.
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3.5 Enablers
Figur depicts the SoS-enablers for the energy domain that have been identified during the
roadmapping process. Enablers include sub-layers on skills and knowledge, business models and
concepts and infrastructures and architectures.
Multi-disciplinary approach and
engineering skills

Skills and Knowledge

Enablers

Dynamic price models, flexible
electricity tariffs

Business Models / Concepts

Best-practise identification and
knowledge exchange

Theoretic foundations

Incentives for suppliers to develop
energy-efficiency based business
models

Liberalisation of the energy
market

Incentives for consumers to change
consumption patterns

Business concepts for large
customers

Reference architectures

Automated metering infrastructure

Digitalisation of ICT infrastructure,
digital wireless networks

Infrastructure / Architectures
Possibility of being permanent online

Other

Clear political decisions &
commitments

Smart Markets

Resolving the conflict of interest
between different stakeholders

Business concepts for small
customers

Regional energy markets

ICT-Infrastructure area-wide
access to suitable communic ation
technologies, broadband access,
LTE (long term evolution)

High voltage grid capacities

Alignment of product and power
system information interfaces

Standardisation (national, EU)

Educated consumers/prosumers

Electronic market algorithms

Flexible high-capacity and cheap
storage

Extensive use of HVDC technology

Updated/adapted legislation

Figure 9 - SoS-relevant enablers of the energy domain

The most important enablers are:

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Grid capacities / grid infrastructure
Flexible high-capacity and cheap storage
Educated consumers/prosumers
Standardisation (national, EU)
Theoretic foundations
Availability of broad band networks
Business concepts

3.5.1 Grid capacities / grid infrastructure
Today’s energy grid is structured around central power plants from which electrical energy is
transmitted across several voltage levels down into low-voltage distribution grids which supply the
energy consumers.
In the future energy grid, where energy generation does not occur at a limited number of sites but
takes place by a larger number of distributed generators and potentially by every consumer at times,
not only low-voltage, but also medium and high-voltage power lines need to exist in proximity to
these producers.
Providing an infrastructure which allows to connect the large number of producers to the grid is thus
a fundamental enablers for the future energy grid.

3.5.2 Flexible high-capacity and cheap storage
In today’s energy system, supply security is ensured mainly by a large, fairly constant base load which
is provided by large power plants (coal, nuclear). Peaks in energy demand are cover by so called
peaking power plants which can supply energy very quickly, due to their short ramp-up time
(pumped storage, gas turbines, etc.).
In the future energy system, the base load will be significantly reduced due to the gradual phase-out
of traditional nuclear and emissions-producing power plants. Instead, the energy supply will almost
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entirely be provided by highly fluctuating renewable sources. As has been described before, ensuring
security of power supply under these conditions is the overarching challenge for the future energy
system.
Today, no flexible, high-capacity and cheap storage technology is available which could be employed
for the purpose of building up energy reserves during times of surplus. The important consequence is
that the energy supply at any given time sets a hard limit to maximum demand which can be
satisfied. In times of limited supply, very limited options exist to supplement supply.

3.5.3 Educated consumers/prosumers
The willingness of small stakeholders to participate in the envisaged future energy system was
considered as one of the major preconditions for its functioning. Consumers might e.g. have
reservations with respect to privacy, when their current energy consumption is monitored real-time
and the data is interpreted by the provider. The proposed DR regulation also requires flexibility and a
reliable commitment from consumers to the accompanying restrictions, as they may not be able to
have their laundry ready within two hours as usual because their washing machine shuts off due to
current high tariffs.
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4. Recommendations
The future energy system will be characterised by the integration of numerous decentralized energy
generation systems, which are to a large extent fluctuating and only limitedly predictable due to the
increasing share of renewables. Additionally, the number of active stakeholders will increase
dramatically, so the whole system will become more and more complex.
Wind and solar energy are not always available to the same degree – depending on the weather and
time of day. To date, volatile and decentralised energy has been subject to greatly differing
consumption depending on the seasons and regions. However, for stable energy provision, supply in
the electricity network always has to outstrip demand. Decentralised energy and volatile availability
require extensive management to ensure security of supply.
In order to cope with a more complex energy grid and enhanced flexibility on the demand and
generation side, an extremely flexible and adaptive system with high interoperability, real-time
monitoring of the system, and an intelligent energy management are needed. Therefore, an
extensive information exchange between all stakeholders is required.
Demand response, encompassing research to technically and socially integrate different flexible
users and different parallel control systems into an energy SoS, taking into account standardisation,
market liberalisation, interoperability, resilience and robustness. The development of technical
solutions to integrate flexible electrical and thermal storage capacities as well as for load
management of electric vehicles and other storages should also be of high priority. A further focus
should be on the development of a suitable design, infrastructure, models and algorithms for an
accurate real-time measurement and observability on low and medium voltage levels. This will allow
the state estimation and control and forecasting in the transmission grid and on lower levels. In the
context of DR, also the information and education of consumers/prosumers should be included as an
important social enabler.
Technologies such as sensor networks and autonomous systems are enabling technologies to build
SoS. If substantial efforts have been done on the technological side, the application of these
technologies to real life projects in the field is still necessary. Sensing is an integral part of SoS. Many
innovations have been done in this field in the last decade and the amount of sensors used has
increased continuously. Smart sensors using heavily wireless technologies and power management
are needed to fuel the development of large SoS such as Smart Grids. Their sensors should be
innovative to provide more features but robust enough to avoid heavy maintenance task given the
large amount of smart sensors (sensor clouds) that will be deployed in the coming years. It is
therefore recommended to continue to support research and development activities in sensor
networks, embedded systems.
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The scope of distributed coordination, optimisation and control is to allow grid control and system
optimisation under unpredictable and unreliable energy generation from RES. Necessary technical
innovations comprise optimisation techniques, architectures, algorithms and interfaces, but also the
social context of local actors serving global needs has to be considered.
The increasing complexity of the energy system requires new tools for the understanding of
behaviour, interoperability, cross-layer communication and adaptability of the overall system. New
comprehensive SoS models for optimization, collective adaptive systems, prediction, virtual
deployment, simulation and planning have to be developed, together with advancements in
computing power and parallelisation techniques. To achieve interoperability and cross-layer
communication, standardisation of interfaces and protocols should be an integral part of this topic.
Telecommunication systems are in the heart of SoS development. Mobile telecommunication
networks are increasingly contributing to global energy consumption. An important issue of energy
saving is by enhancing the energy efficiency of mobile broadband systems, thereby reducing CO2
emissions. It is highly ambitious and unique in applying an integrated approach, investigating the
energy efficiency of mobile systems from component level to network deployment and management.
The target is to reduce the energy consumption of mobile systems by a factor of at least 50%
compared with the current ones. The technologies developed will enable wireless communications
systems with unprecedented energy efficiency, significant reduction in environment pollution and
operating cost. Thereby the economical barrier to offer mobile broadband coverage will be
substantially reduced including countryside areas which are not yet reached by mobile broadband
services.
Development of new energy harvesting technologies such as thermoelectricity, electrostatic or
piezoelectricity will increase the autonomy, reduce the consumption of systems and authorize more
sensors to be installed in Energy infrastructure. By consequence the need for maintenance of this
Energy infrastructure will be reduced.
An additional research focus should be on the establishment of the theoretic SoS foundations as
their absence severely hinders the application of SoS in the energy domain.
Social aspects comprise the information and education of consumers/prosumers that should be
addressed as an important social enabling capability. The contradiction of local actors serving global
needs also has to be considered. Aspects like the comprehension of stakeholders and their roles and
the support of cross-discipline knowledge and expertise should also be considered.
Security-by-design paradigms have to be developed for secured clouds to providing end-to-end
security, across all hardware and software layers of an ICT system and application. Platform
independent solutions are needed to provide context aware and security in highly connected,
complex and interoperable networks.
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Summary of recommendations
Recommendations technological
SoS research priorities for energy should focus on the identified key innovation priorities
Demand response, encompassing research to technically and socially integrate different
flexible users and different parallel control systems into an energy SoS, taking into account
standardisation, market liberalisation, interoperability, resilience and robustness
The development of technical solutions to integrate flexible electrical and thermal storage
capacities as well as for load management of electric vehicles and other storages should also
be of high priority
The development of a suitable design, infrastructure, models and algorithms for an accurate
real-time measurement and observability on low and medium voltage levels to allow state
estimation, control and forecasting in the distribution grid and on lower levels
New tools for the understanding of behaviour, interoperability, cross-layer communication
and adaptability of the overall SoS
Distributed co-ordination and optimisation and control to allow grid control and system
optimisation under unpredictable and unreliable energy generation from RES. Necessary
technical innovations comprise optimization techniques, architectures, algorithms and
interfaces
New comprehensive SoS models for optimization, collective adaptive systems, prediction,
virtual deployment, simulation and planning have to be developed, together with
advancements in computing power and parallelization techniques. Standardisation of
interfaces and protocols should be an integral part of this topic
Enhance work on missing standards
Continue to support research and development activities in sensor networks, embedded
systems, wireless systems, energy reduction and harvesting.
Recommendations socio-economic
The information and education of consumers/prosumers should be addressed as an
important social enabling capability
The contradiction of local actors serving global needs has to be considered as a social
research priority
Aspects like the comprehension of stakeholders and their roles and the support of crossdiscipline knowledge and expertise should also be considered
Identification of key application areas and a deeper commitment of "big players" (industry)
are considered essential
Lack of awareness, potential from rapid advances in industrial ICT should be exploited
Cybersecurity, privacy and legal problems should be addressed (by security by design)
New business models: support new actors, stakeholders and business models to emerge
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